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Research background 
An emerging yet significant research theme in Landscape Architecture is the graphic depiction of the relationship 
between people and landscape. Conventional forms of representation are being questioned through both 
theoretical writing and the production of novel creative works such as Many Mount barrens.  This work (which 
constituted part of my creative works Doctor of Philosophy - awarded 2008, UWA) specifically addresses the 
relationship between human habitation and biologically diverse landscapes, and in so doing  explores issues 
fundamental to new environmental philosophies pertaining to ecological sustainability. 
 
Research Contribution 
Many Mount Barrens contributes to understandings of how terrestrial photography, and cartographic technique 
can be synthesized to result in didactic (informative) yet provocative artwork. As such it provides an exemplar of a 
research approach for the disciplines of landscape architecture and visual art practice, particularly where the 
scope includes environmentally sustainable design and/or provocation. 
 
Research significance 
Indicators of the impact of this creative works research includes: The author was one of only three Australian 
artists invited to publish the work for the exhibition Eyes Wide Open (Gorepani Gallery, WA, 2003); newspaper 
reports and reviews from the Albany Advertiser, March 2003; This creative work constituted part the examinable – 
thus peer reviewed - component of Dr Weir’s PhD; this creative work has also constituted part of a presentation 
the author gave at the State Library of Queensland/QUT lecture series (2008); and was exhibited again at 
Transformative Mappings, the author’s solo show at Cullity Gallery, UWA (2005). 
 
